Experimental evaluation and dynamic modelling were presented for a liquid flow (H 2 O + NaOH tracer) on solid particles in a trickle bed reactor. One-dimensional dynamic mathematical model has been described to study the gas-liquid-solid process in which the liquid phase with the NaOH tracer is treated as a continuum. The physical model has been analyzed, including the formulation of initial and boundary conditions and the description of the solution methodology. An experimental setup to measure the concentrations of the NaOH tracer has been performed. The concentration measurements of this NaOH tracer have been performed in a fixed be reactor on trickling flow of the liquid phase for a range of operating conditions. The axial dispersion (D ax ) of the liquid phase, liquid-solid mass transfer (k LS ) coefficient and partial wetting efficiency (f e ) were chosen as the hydrodynamic parameters of the proposed mathematical model. Such parameters have been optimized with experimental measurents of the NaOH tracer at the exit of the trickle-bed reactor. The optimized parameters (D ax , k LS and f e ) were calculated simultaneously by using the theoretical model with minimization of the objective function. Results of the proposed mathematical model have been presented and compared as of the two experimental cases. These hydrodynamic parameters were fitted by means of the empirical correlations.
Introduction
Mathematical models of TBRs represent an ancillary tool for minimizing the experimental efforts required to developing this important equipment in industrial plants. Experiment and prototype development are the main requirements for accurate engineering design in any Industrial process. However, mathematical modelling and numerical simulation are in continuous development, contributing in a growing form for the better understanding of processes and physical phenomena, and in which for design. generally, mathematical models require experiment in order to be validated and the required experiments involve complex measurements of difficult accomplishment. Therefore, mathematical modelling also represents an incentive for the development of new experimental methods.
Trickle-bed reactors (TBRs) were defined as fixed beds of catalyst particles in connection with the co-current downward flows of gas and liquid phases at low superficial velocities. These reactors assume greater importance among the there-phase gas-liquid-solid reaction systems encountered in industrial processes. TBRs are extensively used in many process industries. These reactors are widely employed in petroleum refineries for hydrotreating, hydrodemetalization and hydrocracking applications. On the other hand, they also are widely used for carrying out a variety of processes such as petrochemical, chemical, biochemical and waste treatment. There are many works in the literature to model and describe the behaviour of processes of those TBRs. The behaviour to many of those works can be studied applying mathematical modelling.
Various flow regimes exist in a TBR depending on the liquid and gas mass flow rates, the properties of the fluids and the geometrical characteristics of the packed bed [1] . A fundamental understanding of the hydrodynamics of TBRs is indispensable in their design, scale-up and performance. The hydrodynamics are affected differently in each flow regime. The basic hydrodynamics parameters for the design are scale-up and operation, the pressure gradient and liquid saturation. The pressure gradient is related for the mechanical energy dissipation due to the two-phase flow through the fixed bed of solid particles. The liquid saturation which partially occupies the void volume of the packed bed is related to other important hydrodynamics parameters as the pressure gradient, the external wetting of the catalyst particles, the mean resi-dence time of the liquid phase in the reactor and the heat and mass transfer phenomena [2, 3] .
There are various mathematical models of completely or partially wetted catalyst particles which may exist in TBRs. Those models are based on many assumptions and they are forced to using simplifications to solve the complex equation systems. Mathematical models of TBRs may involve the mechanisms of forced convection, axial dispersion, interphase heat and mass transfers, intraparticle diffusion, adsorption, and chemical reaction [4, 5] .
The present work has like objectives to optimize the axial dispersion (D ax ) of the liquid phase, liquid-solid mass transfer (k LS ) coefficient, and partial wetting efficiency (f e ) by using different set of experiments carried out in one laboratory scale TBR. Validating by comparson with three experimental cases the proposed mathematical. Developing the empirical correlations for the parameters (D ax , k LS and f e ) by using the experimental values of these parameters.
Mathematical Modelling
In this work, the mathematical modelling has been based on the liquid-solid model which treats the liquid phase (H 2 O + NaOH tracer) as a continuum on a fixed bed of solid particles. An one-dimensional dynamic mathematical model has been adopted where the axial dispersion, liquid-solid mass transfer, partial wetting, and reaction phenomena are present. This model was presented for the liquid phase by using the NaOH as a tracer and it is restricted to the following assumptions: 1) Isothermal system; 2) All flow rates are constant through the reactor; 3) The intraparticle diffusion resistance has been neglected; 4) In any position of the reactor the chemical reaction rate is equal to the liquid-solid mass transfer rate at the particle surface.  Mass balance for the liquid;
 The initial and boundary conditions for the Equation (1) are given as:
The equality of mass transfer and reaction rates were expressed by the following equations:
The kinetic model for the reaction was based on a first-order reaction according to the equation below [6] :
Where r NaOH is the consumption rate of the reactant, C s (z,t) is the reactant concentration at the surface of the solid phase, and k r is the reaction rate constant of the first-order reaction. Combining Equations (5) and (6), the rate of mass transfer is equal the rate of reaction at the surface of the solid phase as:
Equations (1)- (4), and (7) can be analyzed with dimensionless variable terms, see Table 1 .
Writing Equations (1)- (4), and (7) in dimensionless forms:
Equations (8)- (12) include the following dimensionless parameters:
The dimensionless concentration, Ψ S (ξ, τ), was isolated of the Equation (12) and it has been introduced in the Equation (8) reducing it to: 
where: 1
Solution in the Laplace Domain
Applications of the Laplace Transform (LT) on dynamic transport problems in three-phase trickle bed reactors with tracer (liquid or gaseous) are very popular in chemical engineering. Laplace transformations are powerful means by solving linear differential equations. Although the potency of complex analysis, the analytical Laplace inversion often fails, thus necessitating numeral inversion. However, the LT technique with respect to time has been applied on the partial differential Equation (14) and its initial and boundary conditions given by Equations (9)- (11), as presented below:  The Equation (14) in the Laplace domain;
where the overhead sign () indicates the LT, and s is the LT parameters.  The initial and boundary conditions in the Laplace domain;
The Equation (15) is known as one second-order nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equation. Its general solution is the sum of the general solution of its corresponding homogeneous ordinary differential equation and a particular solution, that is:
is the solution for the second-order homogeneous ordinary differential equation and
is the particular solution. The first step is to find the solution from the secondorder homogeneous ordinary differential equation, as shown below:
The characteristic equation for the Equation (20) is given as:
So the roots from the Equation (21) are presented by:
The general solution of the corresponding homogeneous ordinary differential equation from the Equation (20) is obtained as:
The Equation (24) can be written in the following form:
where  1 and  2 (s) are defined below, respectively.
Using concepts of hyperbolic functions according to the following relationships below:
However, the Equation (28) was written as:
where f 1 (s) and f 2 (s) are expressed by:
The second step is obtained the particular solution from the Equation (15) . The  E P s term from the Equation (15) was given as one constant value. For simplicity, we consider here the particular solution as:
The above Equation (31) was constructed by using the method of undetermined coefficients. The result from the Equation (31) was usually obtained according to the following expression for the 
where f 1 (s) and f 2 (s) are two arbitrary integration constants. By using the boundary conditions from Equations (17) and (18) to the general solution, Equation (33). It was led to the algebraic equations needed to find the arbitrary integration constants f 1 (s) and f 2 (s) in terms of known parameters. The expressions for these two constants have been found here as:
For ξ = 1 it was possible to obtain the concentration of the tracer at the exit of the fixed bed. However, the expressions of Equations (34) and (35) were introduced in Equation (33) to obtain the general solution of the tracer concentration in liquid phase according to as follow [7] .
The analytical inverse Laplace transformation from the Equation (39) is a very complicated mathematical problem. So it, the Equation (39) will be used to obtain the concentration of the tracer at the exit of the trickle-bed reactor by numerical inversion using the numerical fast Fourier transform (NFFT) technique. By using the NFFT technique for a disturbance of the type positive step can be obtained from the following expression [8, 9] .
where the Laplace variable (s) was changed by (i) in the Fourier domain.
Experimental Setup
The experiments were realized in a three-phase trickle bed reactor, in which consists of a fixed bed with 0.22 m height and 0.030 m inner diameter with catalytic particles contacted by a cocurrent gas-liquid downward flow carrying the NaOH tracer in the liquid phase. The experiments have been performed on conditions where the volumetric flow rates for the gas and liquid phases were maintained at such a level to guarantee the low interaction regime in 7. [10] [11] [12] .
Continuous analysis for the NaOH tracer, in a 10 mol·m −3 concentration, was made by using HPLC/UV-CG 480 C at the exit of the fixed bed. Results have been expressed in term of the NaOH tracer concentrations versus time (positive step).
Continuous analysis for the NaOH tracer, in a 10 mol·m −3 concentration, was made by using HPLC/UV-CG 480C at the exit of the fixed bed. Results have been expressed in term of the NaOH tracer concentrations versus time (positive step).  Analysis for the positive-step experimental results at the exit of the fixed bed;  Comparison for the experimental results obtained at the exit of the bed with those results from the Equation (38) by using the minimization of the objective function [13] , given by: [15]       
Results and Discussion
Various fixed parameters were used to calculate the concentrations of the NaOH reactive tracer as of the proposed mathematical model. These parameters are presented according to the Table 3 . In this Table, it were shown the values for four categorical properties such as the operating conditions, packing and bed properties, liquid properties and gas properties. , respectively. In the studied trickling flow regime, our experimental 
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The mean relative errors (MRE) between the predicted and experimental results for the D ax , k LS and f e parameters were computed as of the following equation: Tables 4-6 show the experimental and theoretical results together with the mean relative errors for each parameter, respectively. Table 3 . These comparisons between the experimental and simulated results can be seen in Figures 1 and 2. In Figures 1 and 2 , the simulated curves shown an excellent agreement in comparison with the experimental points. This is a good indication that there is no systematic discrepancy between model and experiments for the data set as a whole. 
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Conclusion
Based on the experimental and modeling studies of the liquid phase in a low interaction system, the following results were obtained .
